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Leadership Styles Defined 
Leadership Style is the manner and approach of:  
• Providing direction 
• Implementing plans 
• Motivating people 
 
Includes the total pattern of explicit and implicit 
actions performed by their leader  
 
Defined by how you are seen by your employees, 
stakeholders, and constituents.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Leadership style 	is the manner and approach of providing direction, implementing plans, and motivating people. As seen by the employees, it includes the total pattern of explicit and implicit actions performed by their leader (Newstrom, Davis, 1993).May 11, 1997



How do you know you 
are a good leader? 

Tom Sawyer Company  |  Copyright 2018  |  All Rights Reserved.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is impossible to become a Great Leader without being a great communicator. Good Leaders communicate with their stakeholders, internal and external customers. Effective communication is an essential component of success for Leaders in any type of settings.



Bureaucratic  
 

Laissez-faire 
 

Democratic  

Types of Leaders 

Transformational 
 

Transactional  
 

Servant  

Autocratic 
 

Charismatic  
 

Situational  
Credit: The Executive Connection Tom Sawyer Company  |  Copyright 2018  |  All Rights Reserved.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TransformationalTransactional Servant Autocratic Laissez-faireDemocratic Bureaucratic Charismatic Situational 



Transactional 
Focused on group organization 
Establishing a clear chain of command 
Implements a carrot-and-stick approach to management 

Credit: The Executive Connection 

Transformational 
Considered among the most desirable by employees 

Inspire staff through effective communication  
Creating an environment of intellectual stimulation 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transformational leadership	Often considered among the most desirable employees, people who show transformational leadership typically inspire staff through effective communication and by creating an environment of intellectual stimulation.Transactional leadership	Transactional leadership is focused on group organisation, establishing a clear chain of command and implementing a carrot-and-stick approach to management activities.



Servant 
Prefer power-sharing models of authority 

Prioritize the needs of their team 
Encouraging collective decision-making 

Credit: The Executive Connection 

Autocratic 
More extreme version of transactional leadership 
Have significant control over staff 
Rarely consider worker suggestions or share power 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Servant leadership	People who practice servant leadership prefer power-sharing models of authority, prioritizing the needs of their team and encouraging collective decision-making.Autocratic leadership	A more extreme version of transactional leadership, autocratic leaders have significant control over staff and rarely consider worker suggestions or share power.



Laissez-faire 
Laissez-faire literally means “let them do” in French  

Approach is hands-off approach 
Allows employees to work on tasks as they see fit 

Credit: The Executive Connection 

Democratic 
Also known as participative leadership 
 

Often asks for input from team members before  
making a final decision 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Laissez-faireLaissez-faire literally means “let them do” in French Approach is hands-off approachAllows employees to work on tasks as they see fitDemocraticAlso known as participative leadership Often asks for input from team members before making a final decision



Bureaucratic 
Found in highly regulated or administrative environments  

 

Adherence to the rules and a defined hierarchy are 
important 

Credit: The Executive Connection 

Charismatic 
Relies heavily on charm and personality 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bureaucratic leadership	Bureaucratic leadership models are most often implemented in highly regulated or administrative environments, where adherence to the rules and a defined hierarchy are important.Charismatic leadership	There is a certain amount of overlap between charismatic and transformational leadership. Both styles rely heavily on the positive charm and personality of the leader in question.



Situational 
Developed by management experts Paul  
Hersey and Ken Blanchard in 1969 
 
The best leaders utilize a range of  
different styles depending on the  
environment 

Credit: The Executive Connection 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Situational leadership	Developed by management experts Paul Hersey and Ken Blanchard in 1969, situational leadership is a theory that the best leaders utilize a range of different styles depending on the environment.



Bureaucratic  
 

Laissez-faire 
 

Democratic  

What Type Of Leader Are You? 

Transformational 
 

Transactional  
 

Servant  

Autocratic 
 

Charismatic  
 

Situational  
Credit: The Executive Connection Tom Sawyer Company  |  Copyright 2018  |  All Rights Reserved.  
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Presentation Notes
TransformationalTransactional Servant Autocratic Laissez-faireDemocratic Bureaucratic Charismatic Situational 



Is it possible to be a 
great leader without 

being a great 
communicator? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is impossible to become a Great Leader without being a great communicator. Good Leaders communicate with their stakeholders, internal and external customers. Effective communication is an essential component of success for Leaders in any type of settings.
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Poor Communication 

Effects 

Lack of feedback 

Lack of transparency 

Promotes negativity  

Inconsistent communication 

Results 

Low morale 

Poor productivity 

Lack of trust 

Lack of teamwork 
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7 C’s of Communication 
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7 C’s of Communication 

Credible 

• State the 
facts 

Clear 

• Stay 
focused 

Concise 

• Be brief 

Consistent 

• Book 
regular 

meetings 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CredibleState the facts – refrain from only sharing your opinions but contribute relevant factual information to support the main topic.If you mention experience – make sure it is relevant to the topic     so you can have connecting points.Establish relationships when networking to build your credibilityClearCommunicate clearly to convey your message thoroughly so your customers can receive the message with understanding.Listen more than you talkDo not wander off topicConciseThink before you speak, meaning do not just blurt out words because of your reaction to what was said.Give the conversation a direction, so stay on topic and address the main idea and support the conversation with details/facts.Structure your communication around their expectationsConsistentConstant communication is necessary for stability which requires focus and disciplineBook regular events such as meetings, team activities to keep your customers engaged which keeps the lines of communication open



7 C’s of Communication 

Compelling 

• Connect story 
to key 

stakeholders 

Conversational 

• Be authentic 
& interact 

Compassionate 

• Listen w/ 
empathy 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CompellingDefine the objective – what exactly are you trying to communicate, have a base.Define your story – connect your story with your key target customers/stakeholders.Promotes engagement and creates a culture of collaboration with all stakeholders.ConversationalIntimacy – creating boundaries of trust by being authentic and communicating your vision but also listening to your stakeholders.Interactivity – way to keep the conversation flowing by listening to the response of others.Intentionality – have an agenda and/or goal in mind when holding a conversation to steer the direction in which the conversation can be controlled.CompassionateListening with EmpathySpeak with AuthenticityMake no Judgment
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To be persuasive we 
must be believable; to 
be believable we must 
be credible; credible we 
must be truthful. 
-Edward R. Murrow 



How do you think your 
leadership style affects how 
you communicate with your  

employees, stakeholders, 
and constituents? 

Tom Sawyer Company  |  Copyright 2018  |  All Rights Reserved.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is impossible to become a Great Leader without being a great communicator. Good Leaders communicate with their stakeholders, internal and external customers. Effective communication is an essential component of success for Leaders in any type of settings.



In County Government, it is important 
to understand who you stake  

holders are and how you interact them 
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Management vs. Leadership 

Are you a disruptor or being disrupted? 
-Malcolm Chapman, NLC, Arkansas, June 2018 
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Leading with Impact 



How do you 
intend to lead? 

Tom Sawyer Company  |  Copyright 2018  |  All Rights Reserved.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is impossible to become a Great Leader without being a great communicator. Good Leaders communicate with their stakeholders, internal and external customers. Effective communication is an essential component of success for Leaders in any type of settings.



T H A N K Y O U! 
CONTACT 

Carolyn Sawyer, CEO 
 

PHONE 
888 .729.9373 

 

EMAIL 
carolyn@tomsawyercompany .com 

 

WEBSITE 
www .tomsawyercompany .com 
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